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miracle than to people the world, originally destitute of life,

and then to repeople it again and again, with so vast a variety
of organic natures. Philosophy has sometimes been disin

clined to admit the claims of revelation, because it implies a

supernatural agency of the Deity; and, until recently, revela

lation seemed to be a solitary example of special interference

on the part of Jehovah. But geology adds other examples,

long anterior to revelation; examples registered, like the laws

of Sinai, on tables of stone. And the admission of the geo

logical evidence of special interference with the regular se

quence of nature's operations, ought to predispose the mind for

listening to the appropriate proofs of a moral communication

to ignorant and erring man.

in the second place, the subject shows us how groundless is

the famous objection o the miracles recorded in Scripture.

founded -on the position that they are contrary to experience.
"It is," says Mr. Hume, "a maxim worthy of our attention,

that no testimony is sufficient to establish a miracle, unless

the testimony be of such a kind, that its falsehood would be

more miraculous than the fact which it endeavours to estab

bush." Hence he asserts, that "the evidence of testimony,
when applied to a miracle, carries falsehood on the very face

of it, and is more properly a subject of derision than of argument,
and that "whoever believes the Christian religion is conscious

of a continued miracle in his own person, which subverts all

the principles of his understanding, and gives him a determin

ation to believe what is most contrary to custom and experi
ence.

At the time when Mr. Hume wrote, and with his great skill

in weaving together metaphysical subtilties, such an argument
miht deceive superficial minds; for then a miracle was sup-0

posed to be contrary to all experience. But geology has dis

closed many new chapters in the world's history, and shown

the existence of miracles earlier than chronological dates.

Even Mr. Flume would hardly deny that the creation of whole

series of animals and plants was miraculous; and yet, in proof
of that creation, we need not depci upofl testimony; for we

can read it with our own eyes pn tie solid ock. Such proof

appeals directly to our common see; nor can any ingenious

quibble, concerning the nature of hnan ttnweakeu it

influence in producing cOVCtiQ
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